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NEW QUESTION: 1
Siehe Ausstellung.
Welchen Routentyp reprÃ¤sentiert das Routing-Protokoll Code D
in der Ausgabe?
A. / 24 Route einer lokal konfigurierten IP
B. interne BGP-Route
C. statisch zugewiesene Route
D. Route, die durch EIGRP gelernt wurde
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements describe BGP attributes? (Choose two.)
A. BGP attributes are always optional.
B. The origin attribute indicates the autonomous systems
through which the route has traversed.
C. BGP attributes help determine the best path to a
destination.
D. The AS path attribute indicates the autonomous systems
through which the route has traversed.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which fabric login type enables two N_Ports to exchange service
parameters to establish a session?
A. WWPN
B. PLOGI
C. FLOGI
D. PRLI
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to set up quotes to meet the requirements.
How should you configure the quotes? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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